
Refyne  is Vyne Medical’s cloud-based workflow automation software 
platform which offers a variety of innovative solutions for hospital 
administrators and clinical providers.

The Refyne Denials Management™ product helps reduce the burden associated with managing the Medicare Audit Process by 
electronically submitting documents in a timely, trackable manner.  A Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) approved 
auditor will confirm delivery and pickup, streamlining your audit and authorization workflows.  Gain better visibility over your 
processes by submitting Prior Authorization requests to CMS electronically to reduce prior authorization delays and increase the 
response of Additional Documentation Requests (ADRs) by registering a National Provider Identifier to receive electronic 
communications in the app.  

REFYNE DENIALS MANAGEMENT
Audits • Attachments • Prior Authorizations

The Refyne Connected Care™ product enables providers to build sustainable and collaborative patient care programs with shared 
care plans and telehealth solutions that provide convenient, online access for patient care delivery. This unified solution creates 
visibility for both physicians and providers by not only helping you manage care but also enabling your patients to have access to 
the providers they need, when they need them, from virtually anywhere.

REFYNE CONNECTED CARE™
Care Coordination • Outpatient Services • Telemedicine

Designed by healthcare for healthcare, 
a seamless SaaS-based application

Trace Transport allows users of Refyne Denials Management to 
leverage the wealth of information stored in Vyne Medical’s 
Trace® platform by populating the data into the Refyne system 
for more robust, streamlined operations. This integration 
enables Refyne users to search for patients by name and locate 
documents stored on the Trace server, allowing this data to 
then be imported and attached to a submission for CMS or 
commercial payers.   

TRACE TRANSPORT
Fully cloud based and without fax infrastructure or hardware 
maintenance, Refyne Cloud Fax works with your existing systems 
that use the Vyne MedicalⓇ Trace solution or the Refyne Auto-
mate solution  to streamline and customize workflows while 
reducing paper. Refyne Cloud Fax users simplify their fax 
management through automation, customizable workflows, and 
advanced reporting capabilities that make it easy for teams to 
handle incoming/outgoing faxes and worklists.

REFYNE® CLOUD FAX 

REFYNE AUTOMATE
Capture • Index • Integrate
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Features within Refyne

The Refyne Automate solution works in conjunction with Refyne Cloud Fax to create a built-in customizable workflow engine that 
integrates with your current EMR to help eliminate the manual steps that slow down hospital staff by placing document capture, 
auto-indexing, and patient records in an encrypted, enterprise-grade platform. With the capability to automate incoming cloud 
faxes, Refyne Automate’s workflow automatically notifies your EMR service that documents are ready for export, promoting the 
reduction of  paper consumption and the risk of human error. 

THE REFYNE PLATFORM



Ready to move forward?
Contact us today to start the process! 
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Solutions for Hospitals and 
Health Care Systems Like Yours

Vyne Medical serves a growing base of more 
than 800 active hospital and health system 
clients nationwide.

The company's robust technology platforms 
facilitate the electronic capture, storage and 
submission of healthcare data in virtually any 
form - voice, fax, image, data or electronic 
document. 

Vyne Medical's healthcare software solutions 
include the Trace® solution and the Refyne® 
platform. Both solutions are centralized, 
healthcare-specific platforms to capture, 
automate, manage, and exchange interactions 
with patients, payers and providers—
empowering healthcare leaders to improve 
financial performance and enhance the 
experiences of patients and staff.

Vyne Medical is a recognized industry leader in 
end-to-end health information exchange and 
electronic healthcare communication
management.

Well-published results include improvements 
in financial performance, physician/staff 
alignment, patient experience, compliance 
and patient safety/quality.
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